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so,lately i have been listening to the jamasala village album and i discovered the song “どこやら陽性”
(article: where the sun shines) i like the song and i thought why don’t i make a translation,i made
some translations and added some words,mugen was also having an outdoor party so i didnt want to
mess up with the translation,i hope it is as close as possible. but to make a battle of you need 6
characters, stages and art work.. my folder contains all these things. i removed unnecessary stuff. i
was also fun to play with the sounds. eventually i ended up with a working roster which can be
downloaded below. for best results, you should extract the file into an empty folder as shown below.
the "level 41" is just a test level to play and practice before making real battles. feel free to remove
that level if you wish. this file has been compressed with 7-zip. you need a free version of 7-zip that
is compiled with the arm thumb support. please get the latest version from my site
"http://7-zip.org/support/". make sure that your 7-zip is able to read the ".mugen\games\roster"
folder, which contains the folder "roster.mugen". enter the folder "roster.mugen" as directory and
press "ok". you should see a "roster.mugen\" folder in the window which contains the character art
files. to add a character, simply copy the "rarendropped".art and "rostringray".art files to the same
folder and replace them with the files from your edited folder. it is important that you always copy
the files and replace in place as if they were a normal patch. for example if you wanted to edit
"rostringray.art" to make it look better, you would only copy the "rostringray".art file and replace the
existing "rostringray.art" with it. if you simply replace the "rostringray.art" with your edited one, the
existing file will be overwritten and the edited one will not be saved.
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in addition to the custom character support screens and custom character collections that i've
already mentioned, mugen also includes a character building screen. here you can select and create
a variety of characters from the set of available characters.  i decided to remake the old classic for
m3g (finally) because i've learnt a lot about game design while doing this project and now i'm re

making m3g from scratch, with all the latest features (buffs as well as nerfs) to make a game that's
more convenient to play but i still used almost all the old content,with new maps and new attacks

(attack targets) and new characters (all bosses from m3g).i'll keep the old character personalities in
the game but i also reworked the character stats to make them more balanced,and i tried to make
all the bosses harder (i know a lot of the old bosses are hard to beat but here they're really hard,i
don't want to force anyone to beat them) i'm doing it for people who want a challenge.i tried to

balance it so that the game didn't become too hard and still felt fun,i had to test allot of codes to do
this.every new character has a preview picture so you can see what they are so you can easily
choose which one you want to play for a fight,the download is 100% compatible with the classic

game and wont cause any problems in-game,hope you like it as much as i do,happy gaming
everybody!~ the following is a list of article mugen roster 1092 chars by cadrham old very best after
just placing symbols we possibly can one article to as much 100% readable editions as you may like
that individuals tell and also show creating stories is a lot of fun to you personally. many of us find

good a great deal of beautiful article mugen roster 1092 chars by cadrham old beautiful picture
however all of us simply display this article that individuals think are the ideal article. 5ec8ef588b
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